Construction of an optimized method for quality evaluation and species discrimination of Coptidis Rhizoma by ion-pair high performance liquid chromatography combined with response surface methodology.
Coptidis Rhizoma (CR), the dried rhizome of three perennial Coptis specices, was widely used as a famous herbal medicine in China. Although the quantification of main alkaloids in CR has been extensively conducted, the existing analytical methods suffer from some flaws that restrict the general applicability in the routine quality assessment. In this work, we constructed an optimized method for quality evaluation and species discrimination of CR by ion-pairing high performance liquid chromatography (IP-HPLC) combined with response surface methodology (RSM). By employing Box-Behnken designs (BBD), 30 sets of experimental runs were performed to build the response surface models, and Derringer's desirability was used to optimize the IP-HPLC separation conditions by simultaneously taking resolutions between two pairs of hardly - separated alkaloids and the retention time of the last eluted analyte as optimization criteria. Meanwhile, a single standard to determine multi-components (SSDMC) method based on the optimized IP-HPLC was set up and fully validated, to simultaneously determine six alkaloids including jatrorrhizine (JAT), columbamine (COL), epiberberine (EPI), coptisine (COP), palmatine (PAL) and berberine (BER), using BER as internal standard. Finally, the quantitative data from 33 batches of CR samples were comparatively analyzed, and the ratios of JAT/COL and EPI/JAT were discovered for species classification. Collectively, the established IP-HPLC method can be adopted for comprehensive quality evaluation and species discrimination of CR due to its general applicability.